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Season 04
AUGUST 10
Rosie
Ireland, 2018. PG-13 1h 26min
Director: Paddy Breathnach
AUGUST 24
Pain and Glory
Spain, 2019
R 1h 53min
Director: Pedro Almodóvar
SEPTEMBER 7
The Farewell
USA, 2019. PG 1h 40min
Director: Lulu Wang
SEPTEMBER 4
Toy Story 4
USA, 2019. G 1h 40min
Director: Josh Cooley
SEPTEMBER 14
The Heiresses
Paraguay, 2018
Director: Marcelo Martinessi

Wonder¡ng + Ponder¡ng
What Makes a Movie Line Memorable?
Etymologist Mark Forsyth has researched what makes
movie lines memorable. It’s all thanks to a literary
device called Diacope. Here's how to pronounce
diacope: dye-uh-kope. Diacope is when a writer repeats
a word or phrase with one or more words in between.
He describes diacope as "a verbal sandwich"—and says
the James Bond line is the ultimate example of how this
simple trick is remarkably effective.
“Bond, James Bond.” It’s one of the most famous
lines in movie history, first spoken by Sean Connery as
double agent James Bond in 1962’s Dr No.

Looking Ahead

F

What next for films? Right now the crystal ball seems pretty murky.

ilms
destined
for
big
screen distributions have
been in trouble for some
years. Hollywood and other big
production places are mainly
interested in investing in actionpacked blockbusters, and there is
comparatively little money available
for the sort of thoughtful, possibly
quirky films that people who have
graduated from adolescence prefer to
watch. They are still being made but
in fewer numbers than they were, say,
ten years ago.
A crisis has slowly been taking
place. These are some of the factors
that have brought it about. The main
reason is a shift in control.
In the not-too-recent past, film
distributors had the power to decide
what showed, where, and for at least
90 days of big-screen exclusivity. For
producers, finding a good distributor
was as important as making a good
film. Distributors, in turn, needed to
have an array of appropriate venues
for the films they signed up for - the
range between Nova and Hoyts, for
example.
A factor was the whole awards
business. For the Oscars, for example,
a film had had to have a big-screen
release to be in contention. There was
no argument about this hegemony.
A film would have a big screen
release and, judging by the attention
it received, would either slowly do
the rounds from cinema complex to
cinema complex, or would be sent to
limbo-land, alias DVD-land.
The system worked, and made
enough people rich for it to stay
working in this way. But it was slowly
being white-anted.
It’s cold outside. You and your
nearest dearest are in your trackies,
Uber Eats is a button-press away, and
Netflix, Stan, Fox, SBS, Kanopy and
others offer more choices than Forest
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Gump’s box of chocolates. They don’t
cost all that much, compared with the
price of movie tickets.
If you feel like it you can pause and
go and make a cup of tea, or go back
and review a scene that you specially
liked or missed the point of, or flick to
something that offers less of whatever
it is that irks you.
What would you miss? For some,
the nuisance of having to brush teeth
and hair, change into something that
doesn’t challenge the pride, emerge
into the weather, park, get waylaid by
popcorn and choc-top requests, climb
past people, have other people climb
past you, and then watch up to half an
hour of local advertising before you
get what you paid for. So it is a toss-up.
If watching films on devices is heads
(I once spotted a young woman on a
train watching something in download
spurts on her watch. “Gone With The
Wind”, perhaps?) then going to flicks
has increasingly been tails. For some
people, anyway.
Do you remember “Roma” in
2018? The thrill and outrage of the
arguments as it had a brief showing on
some big screens so as to qualify for
an Oscar nomination, and then went to
Netflix? No respectable wait between
screening and streaming. It was as
though a shotgun marriage had taken
place. A year later “The Irishman”
almost ostentatiously had a oneweek
big-screen release before hopping into
its true Netflix nest, no shotguns in
evidence.
With coin-tosses coming up heads
for it every time, Netflix used its power
to do some strategic diplomacy. First it
leased the Paris Theatre in New York,
and then bought The Egyptian Theatre
in Los Angeles. They use both for big
screen releases and special occasions,
keeping things a bit sweet, a bit
Awards-savvy. And keeping things
almost nostalgic in a way, because

the big screen movie era was about
to become a victim of the COVID-19
hurricane that took control of almost
everything, and has distorted every
aspect of human endeavour in the past
seven or eight months.
People who love going to the
movies, weather, queues and popcorn
notwithstanding, at first simply
wouldn’t, and then they simply
couldn’t. The huge hole this formed
was almost immediately filled by
Harvey Norman.
You must have seen the page-afterpage of advertising for elephantine
comfort-furniture and for door-sized
television screens, all for no deposit,
no interest and five years to pay. In
January 2020 Harvey Norman shares
hit an eleven-year low. In early July
their half-year statement showed their
profit up 19.4 percent. Now there
are elephant-sized lounges in many
a room, cradling Uber-eating trackie
wearers.
Film societies got caught up in the
COVID-19 hurricane too. CFS is not
the only one in Australia to decide to
skip most of the year.
This murky crystal ball suggests
that we who love the feeling of
watching a film surrounded by a
couple of hundred others who are
having similar reactions to it, who
love that anticipatory buzz, that good
sound system, that ability to see the
vastness of mountains and oceans and
the tiny flowers at the feet of the actors
and, perhaps, their nose-hairs - the
stuff you miss on your SmartWatch or
even door-sized screen - will be OK.
We’ll still want to see films on the big
screen.
Yes, says the murky crystal ball.
Film societies, which have withstood
many shocks over the years, will
handle this one too. Just Keep
watching. - Viki Wright Rivett
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Directed by

PADDY BREATHNACH

Starring

SARAH GREENE
MOE DUNFORD
ELLIE O'HALLORAN

Released

IRELAND, 2018. DRAMA.

IMDB REVIEW.

7.0 / 10 from 1,210 votes

RATED.

PG-13

SCREENING. August 10

1 hour 26 minutes.
Streaming On.
Not Available
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Rosie

osie tells the story of a mother
trying to protect her family after
their landlord sells their rented
home and they become homeless. Over
36 hours, Rosie and her partner John
Paul strive to find somewhere to stay
while shielding their young family from
the reality of the situation around them.
Rosie examines how even in times of
crises; the love and strength of a family
can endure.
From a plot point of view, Rosie
is a rather sparse film. Director Paddy
Breathnach, working from a script by
The Commitments writer Roddy Doyle,
clings tightly to his protagonist. Often,
the action is showcased via a groundlevel handheld camera that seems
to be positioned just behind Rosie’s
shoulder, creating a sense of urgency and

desperation while plunging the audience
completely into her world.
There’s a bracing naturalism to the
film that keeps the story moving, even as
much of the running time is devoted to
Greene’s polite, endlessly upbeat phone
calls. Considering the desperation of
their situation, Rosie’s unerring desire
to maintain a positive front for her
children – “we’re not homeless, just lost”
– is laudable. Greene’s performance
communicates this perfectly, hiding her
frequently erupting tears from the kids
and going about her business, despite
the fact she’s endlessly being knocked
down by circumstance. - Tom Beasley
https://www.flickeringmyth.com/2019/03/
movie-review-rosie-2018/

THE DIRECTOR. Paddy Breathnach
was born in 1964 in Dublin, Ireland.
He started his directing career making
natural history documentaries. And is a
director and producer, known for I Went
Down (1997), Viva (2015) and Freakdog
(2008). His film, Rosie, premiered at the
2018 Toronto International Film Festival
and was released in the UK in March
2019.
He’s a board member of The Screen
Director’s Guild of Ireland.
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Directed by

PEDRO ALMODÓVAR

Starring

ANTONIO BANDERAS
ASIER ETXEANDIA
PENÉLOPE CRUZ

Released

RUSSIA, 2018. DRAMA.

IMDB REVIEW.

7.6 / 10 from 44,271 votes

RATED.

R

SCREENING. August 24

1 hour 53 minutes.

Streaming On. Amazon Prime
Rent or Buy. Apple Tv, Google
Play, YouTube, Microsoft
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Pain and Glory

ain and Glory" follows the life of
a film director, Salvador Mallo
(Antonio Banderas), through
two main narrative threads. One the
one hand, we see "Salva"'s current life
- a depressed artist in his 50s, who's
achieved major success in his prime, but
now lives a lonely life. On the other hand,
we witness young Salva's youth, where
he shares a tender relationship with his
mother Jacinta (Penélope Cruz), as she
bends backwards to get him an education
and a way out of poverty.
As his physical ailments begin to
consume his vitality, he is incapacitated
by an immense depression that debilitates
his creativity. In this desperate state he
reconnects with Alberto Crespo (Asier
Etxeandia), an actor he'd worked with,
and with whom he hadn't spoken for
32 years. Crespo, too, has seen better

days and self-medicates between gigs.
Tapping into Crespo's 'vacation' routes,
pain takes a backseat allowing Salvo to
revisit the temperate climes of his past memories of his loving but emotionally
frustrated mother, the purity of his first
crush, his greatest muse and lover 'lost'
to addiction...grasping for existential
relief and closure, creative salvation
emerges in the form of a shelved
autobiographical script.
This discovery is the ultimate
riddance Salva was seeking, as he finds
new inspiration to start writing "The
First Desire". In the end, we realize that
the whole 50s storyline wasn't set in the
past, but actually in the future - it was
the film set of Salva's homonym film,
where he finally finds closure through
the relived wonder of his childhood and
his connection with Eduardo.

THE DIRECTOR. Pedro Almodóvar,
the most internationally acclaimed
Spanish filmmaker since Luis Buñuel
was born in a small town (Calzada de
Calatrava) in the impoverished Spanish
region of La Mancha. Almodóvar
couldn't study filmmaking because he
didn't have the money to afford it. He got
a job with a phone company and saved
his salary to buy a Super 8 camera and
began making films.
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Directed by

LULU WANG

Starring

SHUZHEN ZHAO
AWKWAFINA
X MAYO

Released

USA, 2019. COMEDY, DRAMA.

IMDB REVIEW.

7.6 / 10 from 43,742 votes

RATED.

PG

SCREENING. September 7

1 hour 40 minutes.

Streaming On. Amazon Prime
Rent or Buy. Google Play,
Microsoft, YouTube.
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The Farewell

he Farewell opens with a card
stating it's "based on a true lie."
Filmmaker Lulu Wang has taken
a life-changing fabrication and spun it
into an autobiographical film about her
cancer-stricken grandmother who is
none-the-wiser thanks to her family's
decision to keep her in the dark. It's
a Chinese belief that fear shortens a
person's life rather than the illness itself.
Billi (Awkwafina) lives in New York
with her parents Haiyan (Tzi Ma) and
Jian (Diana Lin) but remains pretty close
to her grandmother in China, Nai Nai
(Shuzehen Zhou) and talk on the phone
all the time.
The family learn Nai Nai has only
a short while left to live after she is
diagnosed with terminal cancer. Billi
struggles with her family's decision to

keep grandma in the dark about her own
illness as they all stage an impromptu
wedding to see grandma one last time.
As time goes on, it may be difficult
not only for Billi but for the others to
maintain the ruse. But Billi and the others
may also come to a better perspective of
what is best for all concerned under the
circumstances.

“

LIFE IS NOT JUST ABOUT WHAT
YOU DO BUT HOW YOU DO IT. –
nai nai (shuzhen zhao)

THE DIRECTOR. Lulu Wang a writer
and classical pianist by trade, was born
in Beijing and immigrated to Miami
when she was six. Her first feature
film, Posthumous, starring Jack Huston
and Brit Marling was released by The
Orchard. Her short narrative drama,
Touch, premiered at the Palm Springs
International ShortFest. She was listed
by Variety as one of 'Ten Directors To
Watch in 2019'.
Lulu brings her global perspective
to telling entertaining stories in today’s
increasingly international culture.
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Directed by

JOSH COOLEY

Starring

TOM HANKS
TIM ALLEN
ANNIE POTTS

Released

USA, 2019. COMEDY.

IMDB REVIEW.

7.8 / 10 from 187,362 votes

RATED.

G

SCREENING. Sunday September 13

1 hour 40 minutes.

Streaming. Disney+
Rent or Buy. Apple TV, Google
Play, Microsoft, YouTube
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Toy Story 4

n one way or another, all Toy Story
films are about moving on. From
Buzz’s struggle to differentiate
between reality and fantasy in the
original to the gang’s heartache over
Andy going to college in Toy Story 3.
Toy Story 4 finds the gang living with
four-year-old Bonnie, who is nervous
about starting kindergarten. With gentle
encouragement from Woody, she creates
a new friend at school, using a plastic
spork and some lollipop sticks.
Forky, as he is christened, suffers
an immediate existential crisis at the
prospect of turning from trash to toy.
His repeated attempts to return from
whence he came frustrate Woody, until
the shenanigans lead him to an old friend,
long thought gone forever: Bo Peep.
Rotten Tomatoes critics consesus

is that Toy Story 4 is: Heartwarming,
funny, and beautifully animated, it
manages the unlikely feat of extending
-- and perhaps concluding -- a practically
perfect animated saga.

THE DIRECTOR. Josh Cooley is an
animator, screenwriter, director and voice
actor. He started his careera in 2003 as an
intern at Pixar working as a storyboard
artist on films such as: The Incredibles
(2004), Cars (2006), Ratatouille (2007),
Up (2009) and Cars 2 (2011).
He made his feature film directorial
debut in 2019 with Toy Story 4, the fourth
installment of the Toy Story franchise,
which won him the Academy Award for
Best Animated Feature.
Newsletter aug/sep 2020

Directed by

MARCELO MARTINESSI

Starring

ANA BRUN
MARGARITA IRUN
ANA IVANOVA

Released

PARAGUAY, 2018. DRAMA.

IMDB REVIEW.

6.7 / 10 from 2,566 votes

RATED.

M

SCREENING. September 14

1 hour 38 minutes.

Streaming On. Stan
Rent or Buy. Google Play,
YouTube
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The Heiresses

he Heiresses follows a woman
emerging from her shell of
privilege. Chela and Chiquita
are both descended from wealthy
families in Asunción and have been
together for over 30 years.
But recently, their financial situation
has worsened and they begin selling
off their inherited possessions. And
when their debts lead to Chiquita being
imprisoned on fraud charges, Chela is
forced to face a new reality.
Driving for the first time in years, she
begins to provide a local taxi service to a
group of elderly wealthy ladies. As Chela
settles into her new life, she encounters
the much younger Angy (Ana Ivanova),
forging a fresh and invigorating new
connection. This is very much a womancentred film. Men are largely peripheral
presences – evoked in conversations, they

are mainly unreliable and unfaithful.
In an interview Martinessi said:
“My dad’s family came from Italy, my
mother’s family from England. But I
grew up in Paraguay and my parents
are actually very Paraguayan in their
own way. I am from a fairly privileged
social background, so I have always
felt when you see films about South
America they are usually about Indians,
about campesinos [farmers], or about
poverty. And then, I always felt, there
is something missing – there are no
stories about this ruling class. And they
have stories too and they are also quite
central to understanding the country. So,
when I sat down to write my first film I
thought I cannot write about people who
are struggling for food or whatever, but
I can write about people’s struggles over
other issues.”

THE DIRECTOR. Marcelo Martinessi
was born in 1973 in Asunción, Paraguay.
He is a director and writer, known for
The Heiresses (2018), The Lost Voice
(2016) and Karai norte (2009). He
studied communication before going
to the London Film School. His work
revolves around memory, identity and
human rights in his home country. He
has also researched on the relationship
between cinema and literature, adapting
short stories.
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John Arkins Deakin Award
Introducing
Nicole Towan, winner
of this year’s CFS
John Arkins
Deakin Award.

N

ormally she would have been
presented with the $1,500 at
a short ceremony before the
screening of “Rosie” on August 10
but lockdown has prevented this.
Nicole spent about a decade finding
out what she wants to do with her
life, having started with an Advanced
Diploma TAFE course in Screen and
Media but, after a year or so, it didn’t
hold her. Instead she spent some of
the next years working as an Allied
Health Assistant, providing support
for physiotherapists and allied health
professionals. She also travelled
overseas throughout the years,
including three months in South East
Asia.
“Studying film had always been
something that I thought about at
least once a year, if not more,” she
said. “But the timing had never been
right. As my 30th birthday drew closer
last year in 2019, I knew I needed a
change. I spent my birthday in New
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York City with one of my best friends
and spent most of my time seeing
Broadway shows including a show
called “Sea Wall/A Life” with one of
my favourite actors, Jake Gyllenhaal.
The story and performances were
incredible. I remember walking out
of the theatre knowing I was going to
study film. I applied to Deakin the day
after I got home.”
The time at TAFE had given
her some credits and so she was
able to start the Film, Television
and Animation course at Deakin in
Trimester Three, as a mature-age
student. And obviously she had found
the right time and the right place
because her lecturers at Deakin chose
her for the award, based on her 2019
work.
How has learning at home been
for a student in a field that requires
a lot of equipment? Cinematography
and Sound Design has proved to
be difficult but, Nicole says, “All
my teachers were amazing. They
shifted the work and, in some ways,
it was better. It led you into a deeper
understanding.”
We asked Dr Vikrant Kishore,
Course Director, Film, Television
& Animation at Deakin University,
whether he felt there would be a John
Arkins/Deakin Award in 2021. Here
is an extract from his reply.

The answer is Yes! The students
have been making some interesting
projects. We completed T1 with
amazing results, and positive student
feedback.
We have moved entirely to online
teaching, utilising online tools such
as Zoom and Blackboard Collaborate,
which have turned out to be very
effective. The challenges regarding
practical teaching and access to video
equipment were resolved by focusing
on aspects of storytelling, elucidating
nuances of the process of film, TV and
animation production, documentation
for pre-production, production, and
post-production, planning for the
online distribution and finally getting
the students to work on creative
projects utilising, smartphones or
digital cameras.
By providing support and access
to post-production software on
students’ personal computers/laptops,
including editing and recording apps
on smartphones, we have been able
to successfully continue value-added
learning. Technical staff members
provide support and suggestions.
With all the challenges that the
shift to online teaching has posed, the
successful first trimester of online
delivery has given us confidence
that we can work through most of
the Film, TV and Animation course
online. - Viki Wright Rivett

LOOKING FOR A
NEW COMMITTEE MEMBER
We need an understudy for work with John Turner,
the expert and devotee who has spent his life being
a film buff. If you are focussed on films from all
countries, if you read reviews and, COVID-19 restrictions
permitting, you see as many films as you possibly can,
then this vital job may be for you.
During the year a person in this role will add to a
list which, by about September, is presented to all
members to select from.
Member selection and John’s recommendations form
the list for the following year.
Please email your expression of interest to
enquiries@croydonfilms.org.au
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